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The Equality of it All
• Equal access to justice is an emerging norm of international
criminal law
o Security Council Resolutions on women, peace and security,
including 1820
o ICC Policy Paper on Sexual and Gender-Based Crimes

• Sexual violence & rape

o Girls and women suffer disproportionately
o Endemic - in over one third of ongoing armed conflicts globally
o Global consensus rape used as a weapon or tactic of war

• Sexual violence against women violates their human rights

o Impunity for sexual violence in armed conflict encourages the use
of rape as a war crime and denies women’s right to access to justice
under human rights treaties
o Victims are entitled to redress and reparations, including
accountability

Radical Legal Developments in Prosecuting
War Rape: 1992 onward
• Tribunals for Rwanda and former Yugoslavia were essential in
advancing law on rape and sexual violence

o Evidence of systemic rape key factor to Security Council in their
creation;
o Statutes explicitly included rape and sexual violence as crimes and
were prosecuted
o Victims & witnesses gave vivid accounts of rape and sexual
violence: breaking through the stigma often associated with rape

• Tribunal jurisprudence established key precedents on rape and
sexual violence:
o
o
o
o

Rape as genocide
Rape as torture
Commander-superior responsibility for rape
Rape as an element of joint criminal enterprise

Focus on the IHT

TRAINING IRAQI JUDGES IN
GENDER CRIMES: IMPACT

Working with Iraqi Women Leaders
on Transitional Justice 2004

The Good News: IHT requests
Gender Law Training
• The IHT judges requested GJC
and Iraqi women put on a
gender and international law
training
• Judges sought support from the
international community and
wanted to bring justice to
women as many suffered from
Saddam-era crimes and their
families

IHT Goals: GJC & Iraqi Women
Leaders
• Ensure prosecution of gender crimes

• Ensure use of ICL elements of gender crimes
and procedures, including witness
protection
• Change norms that make rape an invisible
crime and the stigma associated with rape

• Promote reform of Iraq penal code on rape
and honor killings

IHT Judges Learn Rape Laws!
• Questions:
o How do international
law on rape, including
the Rome Statute,
ICCPR, CEDAW & SCR
1325 fit into their work
at judges on the IHT?
o Why, how and when
they should use these
laws at the IHT, as well
as in “a domestic court”?

Success! Impact on the IHT
• IHT Statute

o Modeled on the Rome Statue
o Gender crimes in the IHT included rape, sexual slavery,
trafficking, and “any other form of sexual violence”

• IHT judges were among the first to interpret and
enforce the ICC’s gender crimes
• IHT judges were instructed to use decisions of
international tribunals as precedents.

Focus on the IHT

THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR IN
THE HIGH IRAQI COURT ET AL.
V. SADDAM HUSSEIN AL
MAJEED, ET AL. (AL-ANFAL)

Anfal: The Facts
• “Anfal” Campaigns

o Series of 8 military attacks by Iraqi army against
Kurdish civilians
 Targeted villages and towns
 Used chemical weapons; tortured, destroyed homes,
buildings and religious sites
 Mass executions of civilians
 Rape and sexual violence of civilians

o Between 50,000 and 100,000 Kurds killed; 1.5
million forcible displaced, 1000 Kurdish villages
destroyed

Anfal: Who & What
• Seven high-level government and military
perpetrators, including:

o Saddam Hussein (executed for crimes convicted in
Dujail before Anfal trial)
o Ali Hasan Al-Majid (Saddam’s Cousin, aka “Chemical
Ali”)

• Charged with:

o Genocide (killing, causing serious mental and physical
harm, imposing conditions to destroy the group)
o Crimes against Humanity (murder, forcible transfer,
torture, rape, arbitrary detention, other inhumane acts)
o War Crimes (targeting civilians, forcible transfer)

Rape in the IHT v. Penal Code
IHT
•

•

Iraqi Penal Code
(1969)

Perpetrator:

•

Invasion

•

o willfully invaded the body of a person
o with penetration
•
o any part of the body of the victim or
perpetrator
o with a sexual organ,
•
o or of the anal or genital opening of the victim
o with any object or any other part of the body
o committed by force,
o or threat of force or coercion, such as that
caused by fear of violence, duress
o or by taking advantage of a coercive
environment,
o or of a person incapable of giving genuine
consent

Any person who has
sexual intercourse
with a female
Without her consent
or
Any person who
commits buggery with
any person
Without their consent

* Note: Penal code allows
for aggravating
circumstances if the
victim was a virgin and
marriage of the victim
mitigates criminality.

Individual Criminal
Liability for Rape
• Sexual violence and rape crimes were often not
prosecuted as international crimes due to:
o Inability to identify physical perpetrators
o Inability to charge non-physical perpetrator (i.e.
lack of indirect criminal liability)
o Difficulty of interpreting victim’s “consent”
requirement
• Solution!!! Two modes of liability:
o Direct
o Indirect

Rape & Sexual Violence in Anfal
Prosecution
• Protections for Victims & Witnesses

o Court aimed to provide victims & witnesses, in particular rape
victims, the full range of international witness protections
including privacy and dignity

• Testimony on Rape & Sexual Violence

o Prosecutors ensured the inclusion of testimony from rape victims
which demonstrated that Kurdish women were frequently raped in
detention

• Prosecutor

o Prosecutor urged the IHT judges to find defendants guilty of rape,
despite the fact that rape had not been formally charged previously
during the trial.

ICL’s Impact on Anfal:
Prosecuting Rape
• Use of ICC elements of rape and the principle of
“inherently coercive conditions” = no consent issue (as
required under the Iraqi penal code)

• Found Chemical Ali responsible of genocide under a JCE
theory (rape was a foreseeable consequence of the JCE)

o “Majid contributed, individually, in executing [a] joint
criminal plan with others through issuing orders to murder,
[to] cause severe physical or mental damage[], and [to
subject the Kurds] to harsh living conditions aiming to
exterminate them all."

• Found rape to be constitutive act of torture and genocide

Review: What Have We Learned?
• ICL
o
o
o
o

Defines, prohibits & punishes acts as crimes
Provides individual criminal accountability
No statute of limitations, no immunities
Can be used in national & international courts

• Jus cogens crimes: genocide, war crimes & crimes
against humanity
• Direct & indirect liability for crimes
• IHT demonstrates how ICL can be applied in
national courts
• ICL has allowed for increased prosecution of sexual
and gender-based crimes

Where do we go from here?

Justice for
Burma!!!
• National prosecutions
under international law
• Amnesty inapplicable

• Domesticate Rome Statute

• Ratification of the Rome
Statute
• ICC Prosecution

• Creation of an ad-hoc or
hybrid tribunal
• Universal Jurisdiction

